Dynamic Synthetic Biointerfaces: From Reversible Chemical Interactions to Tunable Biological Effects.
Dynamic synthetic biointerface is a new concept of biomaterials with smart surface properties capable of controlled display of bioactive ligands, dynamic modulation of cell-biomaterial interactions, and subsequently clever manipulation of fundamental cell behaviors like adhesion, migration, proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis, and so on. As mimics of the extracellular matrix (ECM), such molecularly dynamic biointerfaces have attracted increasing attention because of their tunable biological effects with great significance in in situ cell biology, tissue engineering, drug targeting, and cell isolation for cancer theranostics. Approaches to control bioligand presentation on materials mainly rely on surface functionalization with dynamic or reversible chemical linkers to which the ligands are tethered. Photoelectric-transformable or photocleavable chemistry, host-guest supramolecular chemistry, and multiple noncovalent interactions were initially employed for fabrication of dynamic synthetic biointerfaces. However, the external stimuli required in these systems, including electrochemical potential, electrochemical reaction, and near-infrared or UV light, are mostly invasive to living cells; and few of them are able to respond to the stimuli occurring in natural biological processes. In addition, most of current systems focused only on the control of cell adhesion, other cell behaviors like migration, differentiation and apoptosis have rarely been explored. Therefore, the development of novel synthetic biointerfaces that permit access to noninvasive control of diverse cell behaviors still represents a key challenge in biomaterials science. Our group pioneers the use of reversible covalent bonds, metal coordinative interactions, and the molecular affinity of molecularly imprinted synthetic receptors as the dynamic driving forces for the fabrication of smart biointerfaces. Several typical biological stimuli, such as glycemic volatility, body temperature fluctuations, regional disparity of pH values, and specific biomolecules, were tactfully involved in our systems. In this Account, we highlight the strategies we have used on the exploitation of dynamic synthetic biointerfaces based on the above three types of reversible chemical interactions. While our attention has been focused on biologically stimuli-responsive or other noninvasive ligand presentation, the versatility of dynamic synthetic biointerfaces in control of cell adhesion, directing cell differentiation, and targeting cell apoptosis has also been successfully demonstrated. In addition, a paradigm shift of dynamic synthetic biointerfaces from macroscopic to microscopic scale (e.g., nanobiointerfaces) was conceptually demonstrated in our research. The potential applications of these developed dynamic systems, including fundamental cell biology, surface engineering of biomaterials, scaffold-free tissue engineering, cell-based cancer diagnosis, and drug targeting cancer therapy, were also introduced, respectively. Although the development of dynamic synthetic biointerfaces is still in its infancy, we strongly believe that further efforts in this field will play a continuously and increasingly significant role in bridging the gap between chemistry and biology.